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Abstract

Cyber-attacks are becoming increasingly frequent, causing a lot of damage. Cyber-attacks have crippled our economic infrastructure both directly and indirectly. Attackers steal our valuable data by compromising web application security loopholes. Developers can prevent cyber-attacks using latest web technologies. Since web technologies are becoming more secure, cyber attackers are getting more intrusive to find out the zero-day vulnerability of the targeted system to breach the security. Nowadays most damaging attacks are done using zero-day vulnerability. An Ajax template injection is such an attack: An unauthenticated attacker dumps database table credentials by intercepting server response. Owing to the damage caused by an Ajax template injection, it can be counted among the OWASP top ten web application vulnerabilities in the near future. This paper discusses the idea of an Ajax template injection and its impact on Ajax-based web applications. This paper also provides statistical data about the percentage of Ajax-based web application vulnerabilities in Bangladesh.
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1. Introduction

In keeping with digitalization and continuous technological innovation, technologists replace all manual systems with web-based technologies. Technologies are upgraded every day and the world is getting increasingly dynamic. In response to these dynamic changes, technologists shift from primitive technology such as the read-only web Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), portals, and web forms to Web 2.0 technology such as read-write web, Extensible Markup Language (XML) [26], JavaScript, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [27], Rich Site Summary (RSS) [28], and web applications. Attackers are getting more active due to the flourishing revolution took place among the web technologies. Their inaction footprint are turning up into Web 3.0 technologies such as portable-personal smart applications, RDF, OWL, etc. [1]. Consequently, web-based technologies are more vulnerable and threatened. Attackers target web-based technologies such as Application Program Interface (API) [11], Angular JS [12], Ajax [13], MySQL [14], ASP.NET [15], PHP [16], XHTML [17], Flash [18], JavaScript [19], MSSQL [20], etc. Sometimes these web technologies become vulnerable due to compromised web-based platforms. Attackers exploiting these vulnerabilities gain unauthorized access, thereby violating the information security triad of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. In general, developers are concerned about web application security, server-side security, and database security; however, most developers do not think about client-side security. A lack of experience on the part of the developer makes web development scrappy and vulnerable. Hence, developers with no knowledge of client-side security make a web platform vulnerable if a client turns off JavaScript, bypasses client-side input validation, and inserts malicious payload like `\', `\`, `<script>`, and several HTML tags in Uniform Resource Locator (URL) parameter or in a web form. These payloads are then injected in a web server or a database server, whereupon an attacker gains unauthorized access to the web platform and pretends to have privileged administrative permissions [3], [9]. Nowadays, Ajax is the most widely used web technology in the client side of a web application [1]. Most of the big technology companies such as Google [21], YouTube [22], Facebook [23], Twitter [24], and Amazon [25], as well as many other companies, use Ajax to provide clients with usability as opposed to functionality. Many clients use the server service to generate more revenue. Clients are adopting Ajax-based web applications and the full Ajax functionality. When a client hits the like button on Facebook, it will be shown who liked it without the page reloading. In the meantime, Ajax generates a request to the web server through an API. The web server then responds with data, which is in XML format. In these case, Ajax uses EXtensible Hyper Text Markup Language (XHTML) to represent content in a web application or when someone tags a photo to others. In the meantime, Ajax creates a request, using an API, to the web server after receiving a response. The API detects faces and starts image processing. After finishing image processing, Ajax again makes a request, and through the request web server, refers others to tag them. Developers also feel relaxed with Ajax due to its robustness and easy integrability with API. Usually Ajax displays data in XML, JSON, or plain text starting from this stage [1],[4]. Since developers are not very much aware to implement the secured tunneling protocols like Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), Transport Layer Security (TLS), etc., attackers, working as middleman, are trying to list and intercept all request from server through insecure protocol like Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to manipulate the requests [1],[7],[10]. Finally, web application security is compromised when credentials are intercepted by an unauthenticated guest user [10]. Therefore, developers should focus on data transmission and client-side web technology. This paper discusses the increasing functionality of Ajax for both developers and end users, and highlights Ajax-based web application security loopholes. Authors of the article discussed about the traditional methods of securing web application such as ensuring
web security by removing unnecessary HTML code, using server side script to restrict possible threats, etc. The paper also recommended the developers or security auditors not strictly consider only the above two measures to protect web application from the upcoming threats. Finally the paper proposed a model containing different layers of security which will reduce forthcoming threats.

In this paper, the authors discuss websites with improper input validation. Improper input validation is responsible for various types of web application-based attacks such as Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) [29], Cross Site Scripting (XSS) [30], Structured Query Language (SQLi) [31], [37] Local File Inclusion [32], [33], Broken Authentications [34], Session Management [35], and Local File Disclosure [36]. The authors test SQLi-based attacks to measure the severity of improper input validation of some targeted websites. In SQLi attacks, the authors use some malicious database queries, which are executed in a backend database server without server-side user input validation, and retrieve confidential data as an unauthenticated user [8]. The authors discuss the template-based web application (TWA), which is a traditional model or structure used to generate dynamic web pages. However, in TWA technology, web applications interact with the web server when a web client makes a request to the web server by clicking on a button or hyperlink, or by submitting a form and searching in the search bar. Thus, the web page shows the client’s expected response through page loading for each individual request. Hence, the authors recommended shifting JavaScript-based TWAs to a single-page application (SPA), where the server responds to every individual client request without loading the page. Ajax is integrated in SPA technology, which is why the server responds with a partial page refresh [6].

The present paper discusses the severity of Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) and Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) for the Bangladeshi Bank sector. These two types of attacks are among the top 10 web application attacks in the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), whereas XSS is placed third and CSRF is placed eighth. These two attacks act as a disincentive against clients’ trustworthiness for their trusted site such as a bank website. Moreover, the websites of the Bangladesh government are vulnerable to these attacks. The two attacks are interrelated because an attacker can launch an XSS attack by exploiting a CSRF attack on a vulnerable website [4].

The authors consider SQLi vulnerability, which is a damaging attack against web application database credentials. Different types of trusted firewalls are available in the market to defend against SQLi vulnerability, but the authors refer to several SQLi techniques that can be used to evade firewalls and destructive web application databases. After exploiting SQLi vulnerability, they analyze the results, and warn web developers and web administrators to take this vulnerability as a serious issue [2].

Fig. 1 makes it clear that the Ajax template injection will be increasingly detrimental to web applications [5], [9].

![Fig 1: Raising rate of Ajax based vulnerability](image)

### 2. Ajax Template Injection

#### 2.1. Ajax Definition

The term ‘Ajax’ stands for ‘asynchronous JavaScript and XML’. It is a new methodology for creating better, faster, and useful web applications for clients who have a low bandwidth or who want to save their bandwidth. Ajax uses the Extensible Hypertext Mark-up Language (XHTML) to show content of web browsers. It also uses CSS for attractive presentation and JavaScript to view contents dynamically. Ajax can take requests from web application clients, and process and show data without reloading the web page [1], [5], [9].

#### 2.2. Template

A template is a form that is reused for a defined pattern composed by a group of components [2]. For web applications, templates are dynamically generated web pages based on a structure that helps users easily obtain information [4], [6].

#### 2.3. Injection

In general, the term “injection” means pushing something into an object. But in website term injection means putting an external arbitrary query or modifying some requests by intercepting web requests. Thus, an injection allows malicious payload with web application requests into another server [4]. A successful injection can read sensitive data and can get root privilege to that server [1], [5], [6], [9]. Each web application behaves differently as they use different types of functional components. Those components are used to build different methodological and programming tools [9]. These components are server-side scripts (PHP, ASP.NET, Python), client-side scripts (JavaScript, jQuery), database (SQL, XQuery), and web servers (Apache, Tomcat, IIS) [1][5]. A server-side script is a part of a web application executed on a web server, which is why a user cannot see it [1]. Ajax needs a server-side script for applications. The script language is independent. A client-side script is a part of a web application which is executed on the user’s web browser [1]. Mostly XMLHttpRequest is used for transferring data from client side to server side for updating a part of a website without refresh the page. The XMLHttpRequest is used heavily in Ajax programming [1], [6]. A database is a component that helps a website to store data in an organized manner.

### 3. Ajax Working Process

Ajax is a client-side technique for communicating between the web client and the web server. It is different from general web requests [1][7]. When a webpage loads, the JavaScript fires up on the client browser and takes requests from data asynchronously. It allows users to fetch data and gives results without reloading the current page. Once a request successfully send to a server, it will respond back with the format as JSON or XML or Ajax format. Ajax can show data in web format without reloading the page, meaning it only reloads a little bit of content rather than reloading the whole page [1][4][5]. Fig. 2 describes the working process of Ajax.

![Fig 2: Ajax data flow](image)

Fig. 2 also shows a web client search using a search box on a webpage. Thus, a user has sent a request from the web user interface to the server. The server is not taking the request directly.
When user makes a request, JavaScript call goes to XMLHttpRequest object [8] by executing JavaScript of the client side. Here the XMLHttpRequest object creates an HTTP for the server. In this phase, retrieving the data process from the client is completed, because now the data works on the server side; it interacts with the database using JSP, ASP.NET, PHP, and Servlet, etc. (server-side languages). When the data is retrieved successfully by processing queries, the server sends back the data to the user interface. The data format can be XML, JSON, or plain text to the XMLHttpRequest call-back function. HTML and CSS display the data in the browser without loading the page.

4. Ajax-Based Web Application Security Breach

Some technical experts think that Ajax is not vulnerable to attacks because it does not directly interact with the server. Ajax uses XML HTTP REQUEST, which is an API (Application Process Interface), interacts with the server side, and retrieves data as JSON, XML, and plain text from database. Therefore, XML HTTP REQUEST is a target point for attackers where they can manipulate sniffing data [1], [3], [10]. This functionality makes web applications vulnerable, but sometimes technical experts scan their web applications with automated tools which give false positive results. In this case, technical experts are not concerned about the vulnerabilities of their applications i.e. web application uses HTTP protocol running on port 80, XMLHttpRequest running on port: 80, use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), JS and other components, etc. In a nutshell, Ajax-based web applications are vulnerable as traditional web applications [21] with the following reasons.

1. Improper input validation [2][3][8];
2. Use of bridging in the Ajax application [9];
3. Accepting users’ repudiation requests [5];
4. Using JSON, XML, and plain text for transmitting data [10];
5. Transmitting data as plain text on the client side;
6. Using inner HTML;
7. Using raw XML; and
8. User’s controlled service calls.

The Ajax engine handles server requests when the user searches for something in the web application. The Ajax engine uses JS to retrieve data and the data is transmitted as JSON, XML, or plain text format. However, as these formats of data are not encrypted, malicious users can sniff this data and easily learn about database tables and the number of columns [1][5][9]. Also, the Ajax web application uses JS so it is susceptible to XSS attacks, and the attacker can retrieve SESSION_ID, COOKIES, and other confidential data. Attackers launch possible CSRF attacks by using this method. They manipulate legitimate users’ data and inject SQL queries to retrieve data from databases, DOS attacks, and browser-based attacks. Owing to JS, all possible attacks in JS are feasible in Ajax-based web applications [2][4][9].

Nowadays, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or HTTPS channels are used in most web applications for securing the transmission of data over the internet [10]. These channels actually encrypt all data transmitted over the network. However, some web applications remain vulnerable even after using SSL, because they do not pass the data to SSL, which is why attackers sniff all this confidential information [10]. As a result, many web applications remain vulnerable.

There are different technologies for Ajax users and web applications. Ajax bridging is one of them [9]. But sometimes Ajax applications are vulnerable for implementing Ajax bridging in a web application. Different sites are run on the same or a different server. For security purposes, on server a site cannot interact with another site. But sometimes web developers add third-party web components such as commenting systems, chat boxes, and RSS feeds to their web applications for serving their customers more efficiently and reliably. Although all effort taken by the developer to secure the web application implementing safe coding practice in the web application, it will even be defenseless due to the existence of vulnerability in third party web components that may cause dumping database. This bridging is a threat to Ajax-based web applications [9].

XML is used in Ajax, which is a data format that is both machine- and human-readable. When a user puts his query in the search field, Ajax retrieves data in XML format and represents it to the user. To use XML in Ajax applications, attackers can manipulate web application content by intercepting web requests with XML injection [5][8][9]. An Ajax application can be vulnerable to insecure JavaScript code. Using a client-side JavaScript code, users can analyze and expose client- as well as server-side vulnerabilities. Thus, if an Ajax-based web application is vulnerable to XSS attacks, the attacker exploits it and injects malicious payload/script into it, which is written in JavaScript and is caused by the XSS worm. These worms target social networking sites. In this case, these worms expand and target new users as well [5][8][9].

5. Code Analysis

Fig 3 represents a demo page (xyz.com) of a web application. In the search box labeled as ‘MovieName’ carries input using ‘keyup function’ along with Ajax and shows the output by updating the table according to its identity. Thus, the URL will be http://xyz.com/test/Ajax2.php?title=Man. In this case, the SQL query will be $sql = ‘SELECT * FROM movies WHERE title LIKE %Man%’.

Fig 3: Demo web page

Here, the code has been injected, ‘Man’ is inserted in the ‘MovieName’ field, and the output is empty because an SQL error occurs when ‘Man’ is put within single quotation marks [2] in Fig. 4. The data cannot detect the error in Fig. 4 because the server rejects the error and there is no option for showing the error. The current page’s URI is /test/Ajax2.php and the query string is title=Man. Once the request with the query string has been sent, the request will be updated with the movie list table by the table ID. First, the request is carried with the Ajax function from the client to the server, and then the server runs a query and produces some results.

Fig 4: String with attempting injection

The results come from the server to the client with another page request; the URI is /test/ajax.php with the same query string. The /test/ajax.php contains data formatted by JSON or XML. This data is updated in the table by the table ID, and is shown using JSON or XML data. The error cannot be caught (even in an HTML source file) since there is no tag to show the error in the table. Also, the error and the data create a collage when they interact with the browser. If the request intercepts before it interacts with the browser, the actual error will be found in JSON or XML. Burp suites have been used to intercept the request (Fig. 4).
Fig 5: Showing error of SQL injection in Burp Suite response

The actual response is provided by the server. Therefore, the SQL injection method [2] can be applied to it. The number of columns can be discovered gradually using the order or group method [2], but the given method is a bit different. The output query returns from the server in JSON or XML, where the number of columns returns from a valid request.

Fig 6: Returning data in JSON format

This experiment can dump a full database by simply extending the payload through another database dump payload.

GET /test/axis.php?title=Men%26version=select+1.0&@=0&select+column1,0x40+from+information_schema+where=0+export_set(5,0,select+column1)+select+0x40+from+information_schema+where=0+export_set(5,0,select+column1)+select+column_name+from+information_schema+columns+where=1+and+column_name='%'='malicious+payload

Fig 7: Arbitrary query is executed in server

This experiment can dump a full database by simply extending the payload through another database dump payload.

GET /test/axis.php?title=Men%26version=select+1.0&@=0&select+column1,0x40+from+information_schema+where=0+export_set(5,0,select+column1)+select+0x40+from+information_schema+where=0+export_set(5,0,select+column1)+select+column_name+from+information_schema+columns+where=1+and+column_name='%'='malicious+payload

Fig 8: Final payload is pushing with query string

Therefore, the malicious payload query is as follows:

Man%26+union+select+1,(Select+export_set(5,@=0,(select+column1,0x40+from+information_schema+where=0+export_set(5,0,select+column1)+select+0x40+from+information_schema+where=0+export_set(5,0,select+column1)+select+column_name+from+information_schema+columns+where=1+and+column_name='%'))from+information_schema.columns+where=0+export_set(5,0,select+column_name)+select+1),0x0616af1782074656706c6174520696e6967666c65736469666c4.5.6.7+and+'%')='malicious+payload

Fig 9: Result of dumping database

Consequently, the payload dumps all tables with each column name. This process depends on the type of payload that it uses to explore the injection technique.

6. Result Analysis & Discussion

Two domain areas including 475 web applications has been chosen in order to collect statistical data. These web applications used PHP, ASP.NET, JSP, and Python are selected as server-side language where client-side language as Ajax. However, it has been observed from our investigation that the dominance of PHP (46%) is eminent in Bangladeshi web applications with 46% whereas uses of ASP.NET and JAVA are present in the applications with 28% and 20% respectively. Python with 6% is least used language that are selected to build web applications. The black box testing approach is used in testing these web applications.

Fig 10: Web programming language of vulnerable Ajax-based application.

This analysis shows that almost 41% web applications are vulnerable to Ajax template injection. But the severity of the Ajax template injection depends on versions. Presence of four types of Ajax versions have been found during our investigation. 38.653% vulnerability found in version 3.0.30512.17815 using Ajax template injection whereas 21.925% vulnerability observed in version 3.0.30930.28736. Ajax version of 4.0.20526 and 3.5.0.0 were exploited using Ajax template injection with 21.997% and 17.425% respectively.

Fig 11: Percentage of Ajax Template Injection Vulnerability

This this version which is vulnerable to Ajax Template Injection

After observing the Fig 12, version 3.0.30512.17815 has been listed as critical whose affected rate was 38.653%. Version 3.0.30930.28736 also listed as high and the affected rate was 53.856%

Table 01: Severity of Ajax Template Injection vulnerability based on specific versions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Affected Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.0.30512.17815</td>
<td>38.653%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0.30930.28736</td>
<td>53.856%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0.20526</td>
<td>21.997%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5.0.0</td>
<td>17.425%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, an attempt has been made to unmask the backend logic of an Ajax template injection, its process of exploitation by which it can be used to access a database table and columns. The results show that it currently poses a threat to Ajax-based web applications, but it can keep a footprint of the most sophisticated attack in the history of cyberspace attack. Therefore, the attempt was intended to help web developers, security experts, and penetration testers to consider it seriously even if it is a low-level Ajax-based security loophole. Moreover, it is the challenge for security experts and penetration testers to identify Ajax template injection in Ajax-based web application by investigating on data flows and error analysis. However, middleware called the burp suite can be used to detect this vulnerability.

In future work, we intend to focus on the prevention mechanisms of the Ajax template injection, and to test upcoming versions of Ajax to secure it from a template injection or other attacks. We plan to start working on a model that can detect Ajax template injection and filter an attacker’s malicious queries. This model could be an excellent solution for web developers, security experts, and penetration testers for detecting Ajax-based vulnerabilities and for using it as a guard against Ajax vulnerabilities. The proposed model can be a great help to reduce web application security cost.
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